Bridge Institute

BUGS
Bridge UnderGraduate Science
Summer Research Program
May 21 - August 4, 2018
Deadline to apply: Friday, April 6, 2018

A paid summer research program that not only grants undergraduate students hands-on experience in a collaborative research environment but also facilitates the growth of the next generation of scientists seeking to improve the human condition.

Eligibility & Requirements
Will be a continuing undergrad student for Fall 2018
Must have a USC faculty mentor
Project must be related to understanding the human body/improving human health
Must commit to ≥10 weeks of full-time (min 30 hrs/week) research
Mandatory participation in weekly BUGS events AND Finale Symposium (SAT, AUGUST 4, 2018)

Benefits
Training in a professional research environment
Engage in workshops with other USC schools
Establish career networks
Finale Symposium
Group activities
Journal club

STIPEND: $3000

FUNDING APPLICATION DEADLINES
ROSE HILLS
Deadline: Thursday, March 22, 2018
PROVOST’S
Deadline: Thursday, March 22, 2018
SURF
Deadline: Thursday, April 12, 2018
WiSE
Deadline: Wednesday, May 16, 2018

*Applicant is responsible for meeting fellowship requirements and deadlines

Contact us
USC Bridge Institute
1002 West Childs Way, MCB 309
Los Angeles, CA 90089-3502
Phone: (213) 821-2689
bridgeinstitute@usc.edu
@bridgeinstitute
bridge.usc.edu